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Abstract

Critical literature conceming R.L. Stevenson's "The Body-snatcher" rarely deals with the

story proper; instead, the story is placed in moral, philosophical, ethical, or historical

contexts and used as a jumpirrg-off point. This exploration centres around the story itself,

or, more accurately, the central figure oftenor in the story: the dead, dissected corpse.

Incorporating an overview ofthe known facts ofgrave-robbing and the Anatomy Act,

and drawing heavily upon the concept of epistemophilia as set forth in Peter Brooks,

Body Work, "The Body-Snatcher" is situated within a tradition of resun ectionist literature

shown to be prevalent in nineteenth-century works of hor¡or-a tradition which

encompasses Mary Shelley's 1i'r'ankenstein and Edgar Allan Poe's "The Fall of the House

olUsher."
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Introduction

When Robert Louis Stevenson finished writing his short story ',The Body-Snatcher"

in 1881, he claims to have "laid it aside in ajustifiable disgust" (Lefters III,2O4). When he

finally published it in 1885, it seems that his ¡eviewers agreed with his assessment. The

story, a gfuesome nanative about a young medical student,s descent down the slippery slope

of morality from grave-robbing to murder, was ignored by most contemporary critics,

derided by the rest. Even today, when compared with the rest ofRobert Louis Stevenson's

work, rrThe Body-Snatcher" is generally dismissed. Frank Mclynn, who considers Stevenson

"Scotland's greatest writer of English prose," (Mclynn 1) and who leaves no stone untumed

in chronicling the author's career, touches only once on "The Body-Snatcher"; he remarks

that it was "based on the career ofRobert K¡ox the anatomist," and adds, "it is a slight piece

alongside the [...] other products of the period" (194).

The few academics who have studied Stevenson's often-ove¡looked story usually

tackle the morality of the tale, occasionally probing into stevenson's cultural reading of the

world around him. Joseph J. Egan, in "Grave Sites and Moral Death: A Reexamination of

Stevenson's 'The Body-Snatcher'," speculates that the true honor ofthe piece lies in the

dehumanization of the characters themselves, rather than in their heatment of the corpses. In

the more recent "Anatomizing Professionalism: Medicine, Authorship, and R.L. Stevenson's

'The Body-Snatcher'," Pahick Scott calls the story "Stevenson's most damning, most bitter,

most insightful, and most self-conscious indictment of the culture of professionalism within

which he himself had flourished" (Scott 126). Scott reads ,,The Body-Snatcher,, as a criticism

of Victorian professional hegemony, and, while he argues quite forcefully in favour of

fi.rther study of the story, he dismisses the more literary elements of the story with his



dogmatic proclamation that "[t]he tuouble with Stevenson's 'The Body-Snatcher' is that

everyone knows what it's about, so nobody takes it seriously" (l l3). This statement quite

nicely sums up the reason why academics avoid the story, and why reviewers panned it so

thorouglrly: its factual basis prevents it from being any kind of surprise to the educated

reader,

While it's hue that the tale met with little critical success when it was originally

released, it now fails to capture many readers' imaginations simply because the

ci¡cumstances seem far too alien and outlandish. The culture of resurrectionism, and the

sensational facts upon which the story is based, were already largely played out at the time

Stevenson was writing, and the conflation ofdeath-beds and marriage-beds in popular

literahre would have made the sexual implications ofrobbing a grave seem obvious to most.

However, I will argue that this story is part ofa tradition which includes such renowned,

canonical works as Edgar Allan Poe's "The Fall of the House of Usher,' and Mary Shelley's

Frankenstein, and I will compare "The Body-snatcher" with these two tales ofhonor in

order to explore the concept of "epistemophilia."r In each of the three stories, the desire to

know the body takes on an ururatural form, bringing together desire for the dead bocly, the

undead body, the monstrous body, the criminal body, the homosexual body, and the

incestuous body. All three stories deal with the violation ofthe grave and the raising of the

living dead, and all reference resurrectionism, either directly (Frankenstein) or obliquely

("Usher"). It is true that, next to the works of Mary Shelley and Poe, Stevenson,s story begins

to seem not so much chilling as simply dully gruesome. Nevertheless, I will show that much

lies beneath the skin of this particular story, and that, together with some of the more

I Ia Body Zor! Peter Brooks defines epislemophilia as being "consaucted fiom sexual desire and curiosity,,'
the sexual desire for the body conflated with the desire for lorowledge (5). I feel compelled to note that Brooks
relies heavily on psychoanalysis in his interpretations of vari ous texls ia Body Work.



renowned honor tales of the period, "The Body-Snatcher" represents a tradition of grave-

robbing or "resurrectionist" literatu¡e.

Critical literatu¡e conceming "The Body-Snatcher" rarely deals with the story proper;

instead, the story is placed in moral, philosophical, ethical, or historical contexts and used as

a jumping-offpoint. I will be dealing with the story itself, or, more accurately, with the

central figure ofterror in the story-that of the dead, dissected corpse. After fust exploring

the known facts of grave-robbing and the Anatomy Act, I will situate "The Body-Snatcher,'

in what could be called the tradition ofresurrectionist literature prevalent in nineteenth-

century works ofhonor, and I will explore how that tradition effectively tapped into the

deep-seated public fear ofthe violation ofthe dead by the living.

In Great Britain, the {irst legal acknowledgement ofthe use ofcadavers by students of

medicine came in i504.2 Interestingly enough, the initial step forward took place in Scotland,

when the Edinburgh Guild of Surgeons and Barbers was granted the right to use executed

criminals for dissection. Scotland, and Edinburgh in particular, would later become a hotbed

of grave-robbing and murder, culminating in the discovery of the crimes of William Burke

and William Hare.3 As the number of docto¡s and medical students in Great Britain

increased, corpses became increasingly hard to come by, particularly since the medical

profession's newly-minted respectability confined them to shictly legal channels of

acquisition.

By 1760, the Royal College ofSurgeons required an aspiring doctor to have dissected

at least one cadaver before he could be issued a license to practice medicine. Anatomists

2 I am indebted to Ruth Richardson's Death, Dissection qnd the Destitute,Mary Froach's,Srr]f, The Curious
Lives of Human Cadøvers, and James Bailey's The Diary ofa Resurrectionist, as well as the National Library of
Scotland's astounding online collection ofperiod broadsheets, for the following historical information.
3 Edinburgh is also the site ofthe fictional crimes that take place in "The Body-Snatcher," which means that the
story is often read as a simple re-telling ofthe Bu¡ke and Hare mu¡de¡s.



often went abroad to study in France, Italy, or Germany, where bodies that were not claimed

within a certain period were often made available for dissection. Britain's medical students

still relied solely on the bodies ofexecuted criminals, a practice that had been abolished in

most other European countries. This not only severely limited the supply of corpses available

to the medical schools, it also attached a certain stigma to the dissection of human remains.

The idea ofdissection after death was often more ofa detenent than the sentence of

execution itself Condemned criminals would request that their corpse be publicly hung in

chains ¡ather than dissected.

It was in the late 18û century that Britain fi¡st began to see evidence ofthe

resur¡ectionist movement. cases of men being caught disinterring and stealing bodies began

to appear before the couf. However, the law of the time did not allow a property value to be

attached to a human corpse, so penalties for body-snatching were extremely lenient.

Technically, the grave-robbers hadn't really stolen anything ofvalue, as they weren't

particularly interested in the grave-goods or sbroud.

Similar events were taking place in the United States, which had adopted many of

Britain's policies regarding dissection and the distribution ofcorpses. The exteme poverty in

some of the larger American cities, as well as the rampant infection and disease which

proliferated the number ofcorpses available, produced a climate just as favourable to

resunectionism as that of Great Britain. As industrialization began to shatifi class

distinctions, the grave-robbing business started to take offon both sides of the Atlantic.

Initially, it was the medical students themselves who did the dirty work, grubbing about in

the graveyards after dark. This pursuit involved considerable dangers: besides the obvious

tbreat ofdisease and injury, the aspiring anatomists also needed to be on the lookout for the

angry bereaved, as well as any booby-haps surrounding the grave. It wasn't long before the



students and their teachers found it more seemly, to say nothing ofless lethal, to tely on the

services of certain body-snatchers, or "resurrection men", It was a financial anangement that

suited both the growing population of urban poo¡ and the medical men, who found it

considerably less expensive to have a body delivered on the sly than to obtain one tlüough

legal channels.

Considering all the hials and tribulations involved in the procurement ofa corpse, not

to mention the arduous physical labour, it is not surprising that some inspired individuals

tumed instead to the fine a¡t of creating corpses. The assignment of economic value ofdead

bodies created a thriving industry of mu¡der.a A particularly enterprising pair, William Burke

and William Hare, ran a lodging-house in Edinburgh, along with their comrnonJaw spouses.

A-fter the death ofone oftheir lodgers inhoduced them to the possibility ofprofiting from

death, it was not long before the two men had murdered fifteen oftheir guests, incapacitating

them with liquor and then smothering them with a pillow. When they were finally caught in

1828, there was literally no evidence with which to prosecute, the bodies having been long

since dissected. It was decided instead that Hare would testifr against his partner, in

exchange for full immunity ûom prosecution. Bruke was sentenced to death and hanged, and

his body legally dissected. Doctor Knox, the man who accepted the corpses from Burke and

Hare, was not charged, but he was tried and convicted in the court ofpublic opinion. Doctor

Knox makes an appearance in Stevenson's tale: "[t]here was, at that period, a certain

extramural teacher of anatomy, whom I shall here designate by the letter K. His name was

subsequently too well known. The man who bore it skulked through the sheets ofEdinburgh

in disguise, while the mob that applauded at the execution of Burke called loudly for the

4 An Edinburgh man, John Wilson, supposedly mixed arsenic into snuffand offered it to travellers. Jean
Waldie and Helen Tonence, also from Edinburgh, kidnapped and killed a child, selling the corpse for the
price ofa drink. See James Blake Bailey's Diary ofa Res ffectionist arLdNorman Adams' Dead and
Buried: The Horrible History of Body Snatching for lhese aûd other examples.



blood ofhis employer" (103).

The Burke and Hare murders propelled Parliament into action, and in 1832 a bill,

which would become known as the Anatomy Act, was passed. It was actually the second

time that a bill designed to prevent grave-robbing and regulate the distribution ofcorpses to

medical schools had been passed through the House of commons, but the first bill had lost

support in the House ofLo¡ds. The Act allowed anyone having lawful possession of a corpse

to give it up to science, unless this directly conhavened the wishes of the deceased. This not

only made unclaimed corpses available to the anatomists through sources such as

workhouses, it granted a person the right to leave their body to science. The act also

abolished the practice of dissecting the corpses of executed crimi¡als. overall, the Anatomy

Act had the twofold efiect of depriving corpses oftheir status as cruïency, and severing

dissection's long public association with crime. The American justice system soon followed

suit with their own legislations, and before long, resurrectionism died out completely.

In Death, Dissection and the Destitute, Ruth Richardson places the acts ofbody-

snatching and dissection in a political, anthropological, and folkloric context. she describes

how she was driven to research the topic after she read Frankenstein and became interested

in the facts that lay behind the fiction. Richardson explo¡es the role ofthe corpse in British

popular culture and asserts that public ouhage over the violation ofthe grave in victorian

times was due in large part to the period's eschatological conÂ¡sion over the state and

destination of the soul after death. She discusses the Bu¡ke and Hare murders and the

resulting political and social climate which led to the c¡eation of the Anatomy Act in 1832.

She defines the cadaver as anatomical object, then redefines it as saleable commodity.

Michael sappol makes a similar move inA Traflìc of Bodies. wlile Richardson concems

herself primarily with the British history of body-snatching and dissection, sappol's territory



is the American school of resu¡rectionism. sappol links body-snatching with prostitution,

which is often refer¡ed to as "selling" one's body or one's self This comparison brings into

play the "deviant" sexuality inherent in grave-robbing, a theme Sappol expands upon, and

one that is central to my o\ttt assertions. Sappol also notes that reptesentations ofdissection

in sensationalist fiction quickly became gendered: the corpse was invariably female, the

anatomist male. Dissection soon replaced rape in popular literature as the proverbial fate

worse than death for women everywhere. I believe that the essentially sexual nature ofthe

resurrectionists' desire to know the dead is what fuels the victorian fear of having one's body

dug up and violated. "The Body-Snatcher," Frankenstein, and.,The Fall ofthe House of

usher" all use the shared horror of grave-robbing to encode the possibility of more specific

sexual honors, such as incest and,/or homosexuality.

ln Murdering to Dissecf, Tim Marshall explores Mary Shelley,s Fr ankenstein ànd

builds on the solid foundations of Richardson's wo¡k. Marshall firmly places Fra nkcnstein in

the tradition ofgrave-robbing or "Anatomist" literature, describing it as a story that

"articulates all the great themes" ofthe A¡atomy er4 as the period before and leading up to

the Anatomy Act is commonly known (2). He directly mentions ,'The Body-snatcher,' only

once, to remark that his aim is not to deal directly with Anatomist fiction itself, but to situate

Frankenstein in particular within the body-snatching phenomenon and its resulting

controversies. He suggests that Mary Shelley's story, inspired by her girlhood in Scotland

(which was, more likely than not, steeped in resurrectionist rumblings) and her conversations

with Shelley and Lord Byron on the topic of human re-animation, serves as an allegory ofthe

Anatomy era. He explores the class implications evident in the creatu¡e's murder of

Frankenstein's family, and suggests that the monster's delivery of the corpses ofthe

anatomist's poor relatives to the doctor's doorstep is reminiscent of the resur¡ectionist's



delivery of his charges to his employer. Throughout Mør dering to Dissecf, Marshall

explicitly parallels creation and destruction, viewing them as diamehic ends ofa scale rather

than binary opposites. As he points out, the creature îr Frankenstein, a dead man made

living, tums out to be a monster that kills; destruction becomes creation becomes

destruction.

Within this thematic preoccupation with creation and destruction emerges the

possibility that Stevenson, like Shelley, is addressing more than dissection and grave-

robbing; perhaps he is unveiling the creative process involved in the writing ofa horro¡

story. The author's own fears and insecurities in regard to writing can lie encoded within the

simple structure ofthis dark tale. His pen becomes the scalpel of dissection-the (de)creation

ofthe monstrous paralleling the public's violation (and fear ofviolation) by stevenson's

anatomists-tumed-resurrectionists, who have themselves become monstrous as they eschew

morality and decency for science and knowledge. A-fter all, what is an author but an

anatomist of characters--someone who peels back the layers and allows us to see the inner

workings?

Ifwe see the body as a text that can be read by the anatomist, then the quest for the

body, what Peter Brooks calls the "epistemophilic impulse," begins to make sense on another

level. rn Body l4/ork, Brooks suggests that narrative literafure is often driven by a character,s

desire for a body (someone else's or his or her own) and that the body comes to represent ,,an

apparent ultimate good, since it appears to hold within itself-as itself-+he key to

satisfaction, power, and meaning" (6). Brooks claims that scenarios of desire are most often

responsible for the inscribing ofthe body with messages. since hono¡ literature is by

definition ururatu¡al, in my opinion it stands to reason that in stevenson's tale, the body, in

particular the body of Gray, represents evil rather than good. Living, Gray's character is the



embodiment of sin and vice. Murdered, he is still more emblematic: the object of unnatural

desire, the dead body, the fetishized body, the c¡iminal body. Gray is the book that ought not

to have been witten, ought not to be ¡ead. The desi¡e for, and, ultimately, the possession of,

Gray's dead body is what undoes Fettes and Macfa¡lane in the end.

My analysis ofBrooks' analysis ofdesire and tïe monstlous body in Fra nkenstein

has conside¡able bearing on the unnatural desire for the dead body in ,,The Body-snatchers.',

Brooks points out that the Monste¡'s realization that he is a monster happens simultaneously

with his realization that he is not an object ofdesire; he is a monster, etymologically a thing

to be shown, effectively removed from participation in the natural human rituals ofbody

inscription. Brooks also examines the aborted creation ofthe female monster, noting that the

scientist's ftenq to destÍoy his second creation comes about when,,the Monster's phallic

gaze at the female monster's body makes Frankenstein aware of the bodily potential of a

sexed pair of monsters" (210). Frankenstein's initial desire to create life takes an unnatural

form, and the young doctor, the only one to ever have desi¡ed the Monster, now can only

look upon him with ¡evulsion. I will take Brooks' premise one step further to argue that

F¡ankenstein's desire for his male creation is steeped in the language of sexuality, and his

rewlsion when his desire is on the verge of being realized is what propels him to abandon

the Monster and instead take a bride. As in "The Body-snatcher," the horr or of Frankenstein

is the unnatu¡al desire for the dead/monstrous body. This unnatural desire also emerges in

"The Fall of the House of usher." when Roderick usher makes the unusual request of

preserving his sister's body in the vault beneath the family home, prior to its being buried, his

reason for doing so is "certain obtrusive and eager inquiries on the part ofher medical men,,

(Poe 75). But, as I contend, the dual implication is that he isjealous ofher body being

violated in its grave, and tenified that the medical men might read the text of his sister,s



remains and discover evidence ofincest. Although it is not incest that hides within

stevenson's tale and coffins, the complex nexus ofdeath and desire occurs as homosexual

panic. In the penultimate scene of "The Body-snatcher," Macfarlane and Fettes exhume the

naked body of a pious farmer's wife. wlat they get instead, once they've completed their

violation and placed the body in the carriage, is not a woman at all, but a man. This is the

ultimate homophobic horror; the body believed to be female, and used as female, is actually

male. The woman's textual sexuality has been erased and redefined, rewritten as male,

beckoning, and dead.

I will be analysing the three texts unde¡ discussion in chronological order, in order to

maintain historical perspective on the events that influenced each text, as well as the ways in

which the texts have influenced each other. It is important to keep this perspective in mind,

as there is often a great temptation to lump all the works from a certrain century or period

together indiscriminately. It must be remembered that cuûent events at the time shelley was

funging Frankenstein to life would have become history by the time stevenson turned ,,The

Body-snatcher" loose on the world. In my first chapter, "Detrimental passions," I will

explore Frankenstein's desire for the dead, male body, as well as the notable absence of

living women--and the corresponding proliferation of female corpses-within the text. I will

touch on instances ofhomosexual panic in the novel, and I will also be using pete¡ Brooks'

work on monstrosity and destre in Frankenstein as my enw point into the epistemophilia

that pervades all three texts. I will also look at the desire for ururah¡ral knowledge and its

dest¡uctive potential tn Frankenstein. My second chapter, ',A Fate ly'orse than Death,"

expands on the theme ofdesire fo¡ the ururatural and the dead body, as I discuss the possible

incestuous motivation behind usher's hasty burial ofhis sister, and his refusal to let he¡

corpse be handled by anyone but him. I will also explore the epistemophilic relationship

10



between Usher and his unnamed narrator. Finally, my third chapter, ,,4 Grave predicament,"

explores the corelation between grave-robbing and sodomy, both in the text and within the

larger historical context of the period. I will also discuss the "unnatulal,, desire and

homosexual panic that surface in "The Body-Snatcher,,, binding it together \¡/ith the other

two texts.

11



Chapter One: A Detrimental passion

In Body Work, when Peter Brooks introduces the concept of epistemophilia, he

declares his intention to discuss "bodies emblazoned with meaning within the field of desi¡e,

desi¡e that is originally and always, with whatever sublimations, sexual, but also by

extension the desire to know: the body as an 'epistemophilic' project" (5). What better

"project" could he possibly have chosen than Frankenstein's monster? Frankenstein's desire

for knowledge is certainly centred in the body-but not necessarily the living body. wishing

to learn the secrets oflife, Franl<enstein becomes an expert in death, examining and probing

into va¡ious corpses. He haunts the vaults and charnel-houses of the dead, and he, like Fettes

in "The Body-Snatcher," shows a marked disrespect for the immaterial: ,,I do not ever

remembe¡ to have trembled at a tale of superstition or to have feared the apparition ofa

spirit. Darkness had no effect upon my fancy, and a churchyard was to me merely the

receptacle ofbodies deprived oflife, which, from being the seat ofbeauty and strength, had

become food fo¡ the worm" (30).

Mary Shelley was no shange¡ to graveyards, and there is evidence to suggest that she

would have been familiar with the threat of body-snatching.s Mary Shelley grew up in

scotland, during a time when the region was inundated with reports of bodies being stolen

from their resting places in the dead of night. Her father, william Godwin, published a book

in 1809 calledln Essay on sepulchres, a work wlich demonshated his preoccupation with

commemorating and preserving the remains of the dead--specificially those of his wife, Mary

Wollstonecraft. He went to great lengths to mark Wollstonecraft's burial site, and the

younger Mary often went to sit by her mother's grave during her courtship with percy

5 This evidence is summarized in Ruth Richardson's Deal;, Dissection and the Destitute.

12



Shelley, While Mary Shelley never explicitly made reference to her own thoughts and

experiences ofthe Resunectionist era, she was obviously affected by it.

Ifanyone can rightly be said to be a "resurrectionist," it is Victor Frankenstein, who

represses his own sullied identity as a haffrcker in body parts and recreates himself as an

anatomist, a master of medicine, a creator oflife. It is possible to trace resurrectionist

implications through the entire novel. In fact, Tim Marshall, rn Murdering to D¡'.rJ¿cf, points

to Frankenstein as the ideal allegorical reading ofthe Anatomy era, claiming that the book

"articulates all the great themes" ofthe period (2). Marshall is careful to distinguish between

"anatomy literature," lite¡ature ofthe period during which the Anatomy Act was produced

and passed, and grave-robbing fiction such as "The Body-Snatcher", which he dismisses.

Franlcenstein, he claims, is a fine example ofhow the events ofthe period indirectly

influenced the portrayal ofclass and power relations in literature. In one ofhis rare moments

of exclusively literary exploration, Marshall asserts that the manner in which corpse after

corpse is delivered to Frankenstein by the monste¡ is suggestive ofthe relationship between

anatomists and resur¡ection men. It is an illicit relationship, he claims, bound up in class,

desire, and male privilege, and complicated by the exchange of money involved. It is a

shiking comparison, but one which falls apart in light ofthe fact that Frankenstein never

pays the monster for his services. In actuality, it is because he does ,rof reward the monster

with a mate that the bodies start piling up. Marshall calls this moment "the pivot of the

political allegory which [Frankenstein's] narrative constructs; the broken pledge rehearses the

class behayal which occurred on a grand scale in 1832" (25). Prefening to explore the

allegorical and metaphorical resurrectionism in the text, Marshall largely overlooks the

literal representations ofgrave-robbing and anatomy study. It is true that Frankenstein

repeatedly rejects the world ofillicit male/male power relations; his identity as a grave-

l3



robber and anatomist is buried deep within the text, layered over with rhetoric and

justifications, and presented almost as an afterthought to his philosophical joumey towards

the c¡eation oflife. However, it is there. Despite his assertions to the conhary, Frankenstein

is not creating an entirely new man; he is collecting and re-animating humanity's cast-offs. In

other words, he is not actually cooking a meal, merely miúng together some leftovers.

In his narrato¡ial reflection on the passionate period of leaming, Frankenstein rema¡ks

that "[a] human being ought always to preserve a calm and peaceful mind, and never to allow

passion or a transitory desire to disturb his tranquillity. I do not think that the pursuit of

knowledge is an exception to this rule" (33). He clearly does not follow his own advice: his

search for knowledge and his devotion to his work are described in terms typically reserved

for lovers. Words such as "ardour," "ardent,u and "eager" are used more than once, and the

phrase "engaged heart and soul" appears twice (29-33). As more than one critic has pointed

out, this ardour is notably absent when Frankenstein considers his bride-to-be, Elizabeth. He

certaidy speaks of her in terms of affection, the same way he describes all of his family, as

well as his friend, Henry Clerval. Frankenstein's epistemophilic desi¡es clearly have one, and

only one focus: the body. More accurately, the dead body.

It is intetesting to note, as Leila Silvana May does in "Sibling Reveþ in Mary

Shelley's Frankenstein," that Frankenstein's exhaustive research is limited to the male body:

when the Monster demands a mate, Frankenstein must go abroad to learn from the

(presumably male) natural philosophers ofEngland. The reason for this is never made

explicit, but why should the good doctor need to leam more about the secrets oflife? His

fust creation was, in that regard, a remarkable success. Only one circumstance could possibly

necessitate more leaming: Frankenstein has no knowledge whatsoever of the insides of

woman, despite having been bom ofone and being engaged to marry another. During his

14



original studies, he apparently showed no interest in examining the corpses ofwomen,

limiting himself exclusively to contemplation of the male body--his (unconsciously)

acknowledged object of desire. F¡ankenstein will later deny this desire, just as he denies the

time he has spent digging in the dirt.6

The monste¡'s fust spasms of life are reminiscent of orgasm: "it breathed hard, and a

conulsive motion agitated its limbs" (34). In these first moments, the Monster is genderless,

an "it", but that soon changes as Frankenstein takes in the fi¡ll detail ofwhat he has created:

How can I describe my emotions at this catashophe, or how delineate the wretch

whom with such infinite pains and care I had endeavoured to form? His limbs

were in proportion, and I had selected his features as beautiful. Beautiful!-- Great

God! His yellow skin scarcely covered the work of muscles and arteries beneath;

his hair was ofa lustrous black, and flowing; his teeth ofa pearly whiteness; but

these luxu¡iances only formed a more honid conhast with his watery eyes, that

seemed almost of the same colour as the dun white sockets in which they were

set, his shrivelled complexion and shaight black lips. (34)

Frankenstein's passion has blinded him to the essential maleness of the object ofhis desire.

In this first description, his creatu¡e sounds--unusual coloudng not'"vithstanding--quite

athactive: tall and muscular, with beautiful features, lovely hair, and perfect teeth. More than

one critic has pointed to this passage as evidence that the Monster is supposed to represent a

woman; I disagree. While he does possess the markedly feminine athibutes of passivity and

an excess of desirability that Elizabeth seems to lack, the Monster is, essentially, a very

manly man, and it seems to be this, above all else, that upsets the good doctor. The corpse, in

6 While it might, perhaps, be reaching to compare grave-digging to the sexual ,'dirty work" of anal sex, I would
not be the fint to do so-Leo Bersani's ground-breaking "Is the Rechrm a Grave" discusses anal sex in ter¡¡s of
what he calls "the hygenics ofsocial power," and tackles the notion that allowing one's selfto be peneÍated
sþals the abdication of power (252).
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resurrectionist literature, is conceptualized as female, lying quietly still while the male

anatomist penetrates it with a scalpel. We see this motif reoccur¡ing in Victorian

representations of the corpse, and I will retum again to this point in my discussions of "The

Fall of the House ofUsher" and "The Body-Snatcher." Once living and moving, however,

the Monster suddenly transforms, like the farmer's wife in "The Body-Snatcher," from

passive female to active male-not just male, but far more masculi¡e than Frankenstein

himself, and capable of overpowering and penetrating him,

Frankenstein is so overwrought by his creation that he runs to his bedroom to have a

nap. He falls into a dream. This moment is so authorially contrived that the dream,

significant in its own right, practically screams for the reader's attention:

I thought I saw Elizabeth, in the bloom ofhealth, walking in the streets of

Ingolstadt. Delighted and surprised, I embraced her; but as I imprinted the first

kiss on her lips, they became livid with the hue of death; her features appeared to

change, and I thought that I held the corpse of my dead mothet in my arms; a

shroud enveloped her form, and I saw the grave-\ryorns crawling in the folds of

the flannel. (34)

This hearkens back to my earlier suggestion that the general horror of grave-robbing is used

to represent the more specific horrors ofincest and homosexuality. Not only are

Frankenstei¡'s desire for the dead male body and the incestuous female body are played out

simultaneously in his dream, but his epistemophilic desires are layered over one another.

However, the phallic graveworms emerging ûom thei¡ folds are clear signifiers of maleness,

as is the form emerging from its fo¡eskinJike shroud. Leila Silvana May, equating the

feminine with the monshous, argues that the dream, rather than representing a desi¡e for the

feminine, suggests the deadly unleashing of feminine desire into the world. Again, the
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Monster is cloaked in femininity, as though erasing the creature's male sexuality is the only

possible way to explain Frankenstein's initial desire. However, Frankenstein's marked

absence ofdesire for Elizabeth within the text makes it clear that Frankenstein's

epistemophilia does not centre around his mother because he wants to sleep with her, but

rather, because he wants to be her--or what she represents. The defined shift Í|om male to

female sexuality that May suggests makes it possible to posit Frar¡kenstein as the monster's

mother.

Peter Brooks claims that Frankenstein's epistemophilia centers around the woman,s

body, specifically the mother's body. He points out the imagery, during the period of the

Monster's creation, of nature a"s a woman and huth as the penetration of her proshate body

(215). This explains why Frankenstein's desire can neve¡ be realized by his male monster,

and why all the mother-figües we encounter within the text are dead or dying, their bodies

"radically absent" (210). It also suggests that Frankenstein is intensely curious about the

birthing/mothering process, which he attempts to recreate with the Monster. This is a logical

step for Frankenstein; as a man ofscience, a modem Prometheus, his apparent disinterest in

the female body need not inte¡fere with his desire to ptocreate. B¡ooks also mentions the

destruction ofthe female monster, but does not draw the ultimate conclusion: that it is this

abortion ofthe second child that is directly responsible for the mu¡der of Elizabeth, thus

cementing the tangled, incestuous honor of Frankenstein's relationship to his

cousin/sister/mother/wife's monshous body.

Frankenstein wakes from his dream to a moment usually only experienced by women

in nineteenth-century literature--he is horrified to find a powerñrl male monster standing

over his bed. The scene in which the Monster approaches Frankenstein's bed and draws back

the curtain reads like a prelude to rape:
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He held up the curtain ofthe bed; and his eyes, ifeyes they may be called, were

fixed on me' His jaws opened, and he muttered some inarticulate sounds, while a

grin wrinkled his cheeks. He might have spoken, but I did not hear; one hand

was shetched out, seemingly to detain me, but I escaped and rushed downstairs.

(35)

only moments ago-Jess than a page in the text's dense topography-the two men's positions

were teve¡sed: Frankenstein stood over his monster, rendered almost inarticulate by desire.

But, following the generative spasm that identifies the Monster as male, Frankenstein

becomes filled with horror and disgust at what he has done, what he has wanted. Now,

though, Frankenstein's prone position opens up the possibility ofhim being ',detained" by a

larger, stronger man. As Frankenstein becomes conscious of the Monste¡'s ability--and

seeming intent-to violate him, he is seized by homophobic panic, and runs away.

It is never made explicitly clear whether Frankenstein has actually created a sexed

monster; no mention is eve¡ made of the Monster,s genitalia or reproductive abilities. But the

refetences to the c¡eatwe using male pronouns, combined with Frankenstein's fear that

creating a second, female monster will give birth to an unnatural new race, suggests that the

Monster is capable of reproduction, and thus, being the only member ofhis species, endowed

with an impossible{o-satisfu biological imperative. The only avenue left open to the

Monster, it seems, is the "unnatural" route of male/male desire, which makes him extremely

dangerous,

In his chapter on the nafu¡e of monshosity, peter Brooks claims thaf Frankenstein ìs

an early representative of a movement of "dissent from within the dominant tradition"(l99).

The dominant tradition to which he ¡efers is the use ofthe phallic field ofvision to view the

female body. However, I believe that the story does not necessarily break with this hadition,
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but merely subverts it: instead, we have the phallic gaze of the anatomist penetrating the

prostrate corpse--the most important difference being that the corpse is male. Brooks also

suggests the fact that the name Frankenstein has now come to evoke Victor Frankenstein's

nameless monster points to the "issues of language,, that exist in the story. He discusses the

nested nanative, and claims that the act of nan ation ln Frankensterz implies a bond o¡

contract between the listener and the stor¡eller. "storytelling in Frankenstein is far from an

innocent act; nanatives have designs on their nanatees that must be unraveled" (200). He

claims that the main issue of the nested narrative is "relation,,,and while he doesn't use the

term to mean family relations, his repeated use ofthe word defrnitely speaks to that meaning.

For the characters who narrate to each other are often related; walton writes to his sister,

Elizabeth and M. Frankenstein write to young Victor, and the Monster tells his sad tale to the

onJy human being on earth to whom he can lay any claim.

Lang"ags thtr an essential rore in B¡ooks' reading of monshosity. My own analysis

has shown how the language ofgender accompanies the Monster's transformation from a

passive corpse to an active, sexed male, and how the language ofdesire and orgasm informs

his creation. Brooks presents language as the Monster's only "model of¡elation,,, as it is

through his discovery and mastery of language that he becomes aware ofhis place in the

world--or, rather, his lack thereof(204). He also defines a monster as "an imaginary being

who comes to life in lang"age and, once having done so, cannot be eliminated from

language" (218). This analysis of monshosity also speaks to "The Body-snatcher," and the

supemahual cache of the term "resurrection men". once the resur¡ection man is named, he

cannot be u1-named. The characters of the story are mere mortals*like victor Frankenstein,

they are barely more than students-but calling them resurrection men invests them with a

certain godlike powe¡ that is denied them in the story's somewhat more pejorative title. As in
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Frankenstein, it is when they try to exercise the power with which language has endowed

them that things begin to go horribly wrong.

Brooks claims that the "anti-Narcissistic" moment when the Monster first sees his

own reflection is what effectively severs the Monster ûom desire (207). The Monster,

Brooks notes, can only satisry his desire through the repeated elimination of female bodies;

this might have something to do, he suggests, with the novel's notable absence of living

mothers. Brooks posits Justine as a substitute mother-figure. I disagree with his assessment;

Justine stands out as a victim who is not directly murdered by the monster. Nor is she killed

because ofher relation to the Monster's creator. Justine dies because she is a beautiful

woman, and the Monster decides that if he can't have her, no one can. Here, as Brooks

illuminates, the Monster is a metaphor for the sadism inherent in "familial orders of relation"

Q13).

The Monster becomes the self-styled fallen angel, the snake in the garden, upsetting

systems ofsocial o¡der whereve¡ he goes. Death comes out oftum to young, wealthy

William Frankenstein, and murder, apparently hitherto unthought of in Edenic Geneva, is the

inescapable conclusion. Geneva in Franlænstein feels quite utopian, and the Frankensteins

are its most noble inïabitants. Elizabeth remarks on the natu¡e of a life in service in Geneva:

The republican institutions of our county have produced simpler and happier

manners than those which prevail in the great monarchies that surround it. Hence

there is less distinction between the several classes of its inïabitants; and the

lower orders being neither so poor nor so despised, their manners are more

refined and moral. A servant in Geneva does not mean the same thing as a

servant in France and England. Justine, thus received in our family, leamed the

duties ofa servant; a condition which, in our fortunate country, does not include
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the idea of ignorance, and a sacrifice of the dignity ofa human being. (40)

Elizabeth concludes he¡ letter with "a little gossip conceming the good people of Geneva,,

(41). And they are good people--every last one of them, apparently. There is, it seems, no

malicious gossip to be had! This is because no one in Geneva is willing to look beneath the

sruface: epistemophilia simply doesn't exist for the Genevans. All the young people are

eitherjust married, or going to be manied, or, in the case ofElizabeth and Frankenstein,

assured since childhood of eventually being married. Fathers are benign, mothers mostly

deceased. Despite this seemingly inconsequential matemal mortalþ rate, everyone in

Geneva is happy and healthy and sexy, and those who aren't quickly die, in dependent

clauses or afterthoughts, and houble the reader no more.

Following the mu¡der of William, all of the characters regard the system ofjustice

with a kind ofjoyful reverence, confident that the right verdict will be delivered. Even

Frankenstein, who knows Justine to be falsely accused, looks forward to the trial as a means

of cleaning up the entire mess without his having to interfete personally. Even the etymology

suggests that Justine will be freed--her very name has its roots in the Latin word for "just".

But such is not to be: with the presence of the Monster in Geneva comes the evil of class

prejudice. Before, servants were treated as equals; now, Justine Moritz is assumed by the

cornrnunity to be a thief-and worse, an ingrate--because ofhe¡ social standing. Even

Elizabeth's belief in Justine's innocence wavers momentarily: after all, to believe Justine to

be true is to believe justice to be false.

The Monste¡ has entered the garden, and he has brought epistemophilic desire with

him. There are two responses to this desire: to hide from it, as Frankenstein does, assuming

that the system will prevail; or, like Elizabeth, to seek out the answers. Determined to

uncover the truth, Elizabeth will not accept word of Justine's confession; she visits Justine in
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prison, and the knowledge that she gains there satisfies her. It doesn't particularly matter that

Justine is to be hanged, as long as Elizabeth knows she is innocent:

You know not, my dear Victor, how much I am relieved, now that I trust in the

irmocence of this unfortunate girl. I never could again have known peace, ifI had

been deceived in my reliance on her. For the moment that I did believe her guilty,

I felt an anguish I could not long have sustained, Now my heart is lightened. (58)

All of this hagedy is essentially the result of frustrated lust: the Monster, as he himself points

out, is an Adam with no Eve, rejected first by his creator, and then by society at large. In

gaining knowledge, he also gains desire. It is not enough anymore merely to observe systems

ofknowing; he wishes to know and to be "known and loved,, by his cottagers (89)?. But they

reject him and flee, assuming, as Frankenstein does, that the Monste¡'s approach heralds

some kind of violation. Though it is never made clear in the text, possibly it is the Monster's

unusual duality of signification-at once living and dead, possessing both male and female

athibutes--which make him appear unnatural, and thus threatening. This is the first of many

incidents in which the Monster's epistemophilic desire is thwarted; and each time, the desire

becomes more openly lustful, and each time, he becomes angrier and more violent as the

violence towards him is increased. B¡ooks makes the connection between the penetrating

male gaze and the monster's "to-be-looked-at-ness" (218-19). The Monster is repeatedly

denied the chance to function sexually with another human being: "þ]ou can,t do anything

with a monster except look at it," is Brooks' ultimate conclusion (220).

Eventually, it seems the only way the Monster can conceive to know and possess a

woman's body is to mu¡der it. He nanates the moment when he happens upon the sleeping

7 Leila Silvana May insightfully notes that the Monster's first, indelible notions ofthe love that exists betrveen a
man and a woman come from observing the egalitarian sibling bond between Agatha and Felix, a t¡pe ofbond
that exists nowhe¡e else in the novel.
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Justine, as if taking her life somehow empowers him to speak for her: ',[h]ere, I thought, is

one ofthose whose smiles are bestowed on all but me; she shall not escape" (97). Justine has

done absolutely nothing to the Monste¡--she hasn't even seen him--but he takes revenge on

her for his baffled desires. The possibility ofbeing slighted is the only impetus he seems to

need. The fate of Justine's corpse is never mentioned, but presumably, as she is a hanged

murderer, she is destined to be dissected by medical students. This is fitting: after all, in

order for the Monster to gain a mate, dead women must be procured for the anatomist, and

female anatomy must be examined, its secret insides expunged.

Revealingly, the Monster claims to be "consumed by a buming passion which

[Frankenstein] alone can gratifr" (97). The reasoning behind this declaration is that

Frankenstein is the only one who can create a suitable mate for the monster, but the phrasing

alludes to the complicated web of unnatural desire that binds Frankenstein to his creation.

"This passion is detrimental to me," the Monster muses, "for you do not reflect that you are

the cause of its excess" (98). Ultimately, the Monster does manage to inflict on his creator

the pain offrusfrated lust: he murders F¡ankenstein's bride, Elizabeth, on their wedding

night, before the marriage can be consummated. And he is allowed access to the bridal

chamber because of Frankenstein's thwarted desire for the Monster's body--in this case, his

desire to overpower and deshoy the Monster's body. Frankenstein takes the Monster literally

when he says, "I shall be with you on your wedding-night" (116). Rather than going to bed

with Elizabeth--an action that is, in itself, fraught with tenor--he stays to have it out with the

Monster once and for all. It does not occur to him that the Monster's attentions may not be

directed at him--that because he desttoyed the Monster's object of desire, the Monster intends

to retum the favour. The reason for this oversight is simple: Elizabeth is not, and has never

been, the true object of Frankenstein's epistemophilic yeamings. He is not interested in
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knowing her body, and so the Monster's logic, while theoretically sound, falls flat in practice.

He is rather closer to the mark in his murder of Henry Clerval.s

In what I consider to be the crux ofhis argument, Brooks discusses the nature of

monstrosity:

What, then, in unprincipled nature, is a monster? A monster is that outcome or

product ofcuriosity or epistemophilia pushed to an extreme that results--as in

the story of Oedipus--in confirsion, blindness, and exile. A monster is that

which cannot be placed in any of the taxonomic schemes devised by the human

mind to understand and to orde¡ natu¡e. It exceeds the very basis of

classification, language itself: it is an excess of signification, a strange

byproduct or leftover ofthe process of making meaning. It is an imaginary

being who comes to life in language and, once having done so, cannot be

eliminated ûom language. (218)

This passage directly informs the relationship between Frankenstein and Elizabeth. It is

Elizabeth's "excess of signification" that makes her so problematic as a wife for

Frankenstein: she is redefured many times though the novel as his cousin, his sister, his

sunogate mother, and finally his bride. This renders her body monshous in the eyes of

Frankenstein. His nightmare of embracing his dead mother is about to come to fruition, and

critics have suggested that this is the real reason Frankenstein is so tenified of his wedding

night. It is safer to wait downstai¡s for the unsignified Monster and his familiar male body

than to joumey into the uncharted tenitories waiting in the bridal bed. The destruction of the

S Tb" 
"plr"d" "fTl""ry 

Cl.*al's mu¡der and Frankenstein's subsequent imprisonment is interesting, not only in
and ofitself, but because the entire incident takes place in Scotland-. Frankenstein and Clerval leav; Geneva for
a tour ofEurope, dwing which Franke¡stein intends to fulfill his vow to the Monsler, to build an Eve for his
Adam. Thei¡ fi¡st stop in Scotland is_the city ofEdinburgh, the site of both the fictional murde¡s of ,'The Body-
Snatcher" and the real crimes of William Burke and William Hare. This is not, ofcourse, an allusion to that
particular case: references to Edinbu.rgh appear even in the l8l8 edition of Frankerureø, with the Burke and
Hare mu¡de¡s still a decade away,
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female monster and Elizabeth's subsequent murder both follow Eve Kosofsþ Sedgwick's

model of the negotiation of male homosocial desire through the female body; in this case,

epistemophilic desire is negotiated through the dead female bodies of Shelley,s text. Victor

Frankenstein responds to his epistemophilia by repressing it: he buries his identity as

anatomist and grave-robber--an identity which canies st¡ong associations with homoerotic

desire--and recreates himself as a scientist and loving fiancé. The Monster can find no outlet

for his desire other than language--a language which Frankenstein refuses to hear--and his

ÍÌustration culminates in his mu¡der ofElizabeth to punish his creator for thwarting that

desire. This act literalizes Frankenstein's own desire for the dead body, by marrying him to a

corpse in more ways than one: he is both tied to Elizabeth and forever bonded to the

Monster, whom he devotes his life to pursuing,
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Chapter Two: A Fate Worse Than Death

Madeline Usher represents the ideal nineteenth-century woman: someone who is

rarely seen and never speaks a word, who wastes away quietly but prettily, and who--as the

"cataleptical character" ofher disease would suggest--remains where she is placed.e As a

character, Madeline is dead long before she has apparently passed on; she floats about the

house like a ghost, and is made more ghostly by the way she is negated and absented in the

text. The naffatorrs descriptions ofher are remarkable only in their lack; while Usher is

described in lavish detail, his sister's character is a void, an empty space:

While he spoke, the lady Madeline (for so was she called) passed slowly tkough

a remote portion ofthe apartment, and, without having noticed my presence

disappeared. I regarded her with an utter astonishment not unmingled with dread

-and 
yet I found it impossible to account for such feelings. A sensation of

stupor oppressed me as my eyes followed her retreating steps. When a door at

length closed upon her, my glance sought instinctively and eagerly the

countenance ofthe brother-but he had bu¡ied his face in his hands, and I could

only perceive that a far more than ordinary wanness had overspread the

emaciated fingers through which trickled many passionate tears. (70)

The female body ravaged by tuberculosis was one ofthe Victorian period's standards

of feminine beauty. As Roy Porter writes in The Cambridge lllustrated History of Medicine,

"[t]he consumptive look signalled the becoming petiteness of the feminine, but,

9 Medical science in the nineteenth century catalogued many sepalate states ofsuspended animation. Any one
ofthese states could supposedly be mistaken fo¡ death ifthe attendant physician were not alert snough to catch
them. h the case ofcatalepsy, the patient is unable to move or spealq but conscious and aware; a cataleptic
person sees and hean everything aroud them, but is unable to react. Catalepsy is marked by such absence of
will or volition that the body remains in whatever position it is placed.
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paradoxically, it also conveyed a thrilling eroticism [..,] It was part ofthe mythology,

confirmed by doctors, that tuberculosis was an aphrodisiac" (106). The consumptive or

tubercular woman, for all her ethereal nature, made quite a mark on nineteenth-century

lite¡atu¡e: she populated tales ofghosts and vampires, investing them with a kind of

graveyard sexuality. Madeline usher is the ultimate in feminine, consumptive, disappearing

beauty: she fades from the nar¡ator's gaze without ever having really been present within it.

The erotics ofthe death-bed scene in nineteenth-century literature have been discussed by

various critics; it is not the wedding night but the terminal illness which allows readers a

glimpse into the victorian bedroom. Death is similar to sex because of its mystery, as well as

the impossibility of absorbing it into the domestic sphere. Both involve a bed, a body, and

often blood; both, once shipped of their romantic trappings, are clinical experiences, closely

tied to the examination and understanding of anatomy. Death and sex are closely related to

one another from a scientific point ofview as well: it has been theorized that death is,

essentially, the price we pay for our ability to reproduce. organisms that replicate through

division rather than sex, such as bacteria, viruses, and sponges, do not die as long as they are

given plenty ofnuhients and a benign environment. Multicellular creatwes, on the other

hand, all reproduce sexually, and all die. This is a modern theory, but it does have its roots in

nineteenth-century research. Foucault cites the nineteenth century as a period when society

shifted from "a srybolics of bloodto an analytics of sexuality', (Sexuality 149). This

phenomenon can be seen in "The Fall ofthe House of usher," where the relationship ofthe

last two descendants ofthe House of ushe¡ simultaneously breaks the taboos ofboth blood

and sex,

A preoccupation with the unattainable or ,,forbidden,, woman is the driving force

behind the gothic fascination with incest, a fascination which is explored by poe in "The
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Fall of the House of usher." The dying Madeline serves as her brother's muse: his most

fantastic artistic ventu¡es--his paintings and impromptu compositions--are conceived after

she is laid low by her illness for the final time. He robs her grave, so to speak, to gain his

vast creative power. And it is vast: his wild endeavours in painting and composing leave his

companion astounded. "Ifever mortal painted an idea, that mortal was Roderick usher,'

(72). In "Dialogue With the Dead: The Deceased Beloved as Muse,,' Elisabeth B¡onfen

discusses the role of the body ofthe dead or dying beloved woman as the artist,s tragic

muse, both in the nineteenth-century consciousness in general and poe's works in particular:

The pale young woman dying oftuberculosis repeatedly functioned as model

for his half-dead, prematurely buried, or (through metempsychosis) resunected

heroines Madeline, Morella, Berenice, and Ligeia.[...] illness, which forbade

any direct consummation oferotic desire, inspired those texts in which the

fascination for a woman is dependent precisely on her unattainability--that is,

her being physically absent while present when remembered or artistically

rec¡eated [...] Poe,s various speakers hold an intermediary position, balanced

between an embrace ofdeath and a successful denial or repression of it. (249_

s0)

It is the absence ofthe dead body, the impossibility ofever satisfiing one's desire for that

body, that engenders creative fo¡ces within the survivor. once dead, the beloved can be

revived through the artistic impulse. In both positioning Madeline as his dead muse and

refusing to give up her body, Roderick takes up an intermediary position between

deniavrepression and the emb¡ace ofdeath. His sister's corpse returning to life forces him to

conf¡ont his own mortality; if she, the dead twin, can live, then he, the living twin, can--and

does--die.
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Madeline is denied a death scene; we are informed of her death in a single,

dependent clause, where the crux ofthe statement is not her death but her subsequent b¡rial.

This passage is crucial to my analysis; as in Frankensteln, the reference to body-snatching is

so brief and so deeply buried that it must be carefully exhumed from the surrounding text.

Both the nanator (who serves as a kind of homoerotic witness) and Usher comment on the

unsavoury character of the medical men who wait on Madeline during her long illness; upon

meeting the family physician, the nanator remarks that the doctor's face "wore a mingled

expression of low cunning and perylexity" (67). Following Madeline's death, he recalls the

man's "sinister countenance," and decides that Usher is correct in his assessment ofthe

situation (75). Usher's reasons for keeping her body i¡ the vault are that her ill¡ess was

unique, that her doctors have made "certain obtrusive and eager inquiries,', and that the

family graveyard is situated some distance from the house, in a remote (and presumably

unguarded) area (75). The fact that Madeline's unique illness caused her to fall into death-

like t¡ances is apparently ofno concem to he¡ devoted brother. Usher's plan is to keep the

corpse until it is no longer "fresh"--thus negating its economic and scientific value--and

then, once the danger has passed, to lay Madeline properly to rest in the family graveyard.

Usher is far mo¡e concemed by the possibility of his sister's body being exhumed and

examined by the doctors than he is houbled by her passing. He denies the doctor knowledge

of Madeline's body, which suggests that he owns this knowledge, and that it is therefore

within his power to deny. He cannot wait to bury her, and insists that it be done

immediately-but at the same time, he cannot seem to let her body go.

In the same way that Frankenstein represses his identity as an anatomist, Rode¡ick

Usher is struggling to repress his own haunted past-a past which may have included an

"unnatural" knowledge of the body ofhis twin sister. Rode¡ick Usher is, according to his
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friend the nanator, a modem man, with strange new ideas and philosophies. His favowite

book, the vigiliae Mortuorum secundum chorum Ecclesiae Maguntinae, suggests that he is

not squeamish about strange or "urmatural" ideas, as does his theory about the sentience of

inanimate objects.r0 why should such a progressive thinker object to the use of his siste¡'s

body to aid science? Possibly because he has something to hide, something that could be

revealed if the Lady Madeline were to be examined. Perhaps he does not wish her body to

be penetrated because he has already done so himself, because the evidence is there to be

discovered, or even because he isjealous ofwhoeve¡ can have her when he can't, whatever

his reasons, Roderick's attempt to deny the knowledge of Madeline's body backfires, and

Madeline emerges from the vaults ofthe House ofusher profoundly changed, energized and

dangerous. In much the same way as Frankenstein's monster, she has transformed from a

passive, feminine figure to an active, masculine one.

In the previous chapter, I mentioned the essential role language plays in my reading

of monstrosity. As Brooks points out, Frankenstein's monster first gains agency tfuough

language. It is when he leams to speak that he begins to function as an independent being,

and to realize his own monstrosity. What, then, are we to make of the way in which

Madeline is repeatedly denied language? Not only does she never speak on her own behalf

but the moment that she breaks free of her imprisonment in the vault is masked by a sort of

re-texting, as the nanator interprets the sounds ofher escape in light ofthe tale ofthe hero

Ethelred. In being renamed, re-cast as Ethelred, rather than Madeline, she gains the strength

to break free ofher coffi¡r and struggle out of the vault under the house. The true source of

the sounds never occurs to the nanator; Madeline is dead because usher has said she is

dead--or, more accurately, he has said that she is "no more" (75). usher's intense distrust of

10 The Ecclestiastical Maguntinists' Second Chorus ofthe Wakeful Dead.I am indebted to Kelly Hourihan for
the ha¡slation.



the doctors attending his sister make it unlikely that he would accept their opinions in the

matter; he alone has the final word, both on the nature of Madeline,s ill¡ess and her

subsequent passing.

David Ketterer takes one of the most ftequently used-and most wo¡dless-words

in the story, shudde¿ and shakes loose a sinister " crypt-ogram,', examining the cha¡acters'

names in detail:

Some of the double ds (or, spelled oú, des) Tost from shudder--or the multiple ds
ftom shud-d-d-d-der--arc salvaged for the particular purpose of determining the
common fulcrum of the fitst names of Usher and his siste¡--Rod¿rick and
Madeline-and point to the oft-noted doppelgåinger relationship between them.
They also no doubt influenced the choice ofa third three-syllable name, what
might be construed as the female and male gendered name Ethelred (combining
the spirits of Madeline and Roderick), with its flnal d,for the hero (and heroine)
of the tale within a tale that seemingly brings about the fall of the House of
Usher... dead (ot de-ed-de plus its mirror-image double) immediately suggests
itself... (19s)

While Kettere¡ does not delve into the decidedly sexual implications of the word shudder, it

is obvious that, in this single word, it is possible to locate both death and sex. And ofcourse,

once you remove the ds from såudder, what you are left with is an anagrøm of {Isher.

Usher shives to repress his sister, to eliminate her from language, from existence,

and in doing so, he traps her in an urmamed state between life and death. He claims that he

I'dared not speak," despite having heard her movements within the coffrn, suggesting that he

is teni{ied of Madeline retuming to life (81). However, he does not wonder whether she is

coming to kill him; instead, he asks, "Is she not hurrying to upbraid me for my haste?"

making it clear that what he fears, more than death, is Madeline regaining her ability to

speak (82). The only way the narrator can make sense of any ofthis upheaval is to attempt to

return the power of language to Usher: " [a]s if in the superhuman energy of fUsher's]

utterance there had been found the potency ofa spell," Madeline appears (82). Having at last



b¡oken ûee ofthe text and the life/death binary it presents, she is frrally able to utter her

first sound: a "low, moaning cry," as though the words she has within her are too monstrous

to be articulated (82).

In The Vampire Lectures,Larxence A. Rickels explores the literary and cultural

nature of the "undead" status acco¡ded to characters who overcome death, real or simulated.

He suggests that the undead figure creates a boundary crisis for the survivor, because ofthe

mirror effect: the undead figure is a mir¡or of his or her former self, as well as a minor of

the survivor. The survivor is unable to separate him/herself from the deceased, and so life

above ground cannot continue because the survivor is still tied to the grave and its occupant.

This boundary crisis meshes in "Usher" with Eve Sedgwick,s paranoid Gothic, with its

murderous doubles and subtextual threats ofsexual violence. The state of undeath is all

about the confüsion of individuality-a conirsion that is powerfully apparent in the

conflation of Rode¡ick usher with his twin sister. The House, according to its master, gains

its power Íìom the unique arangement of the stones--an anangement which, the nanator

remarks, gives the house a faceJike appearance--but above all, from the reflection of this

anangement in the waters of the tam. Like the last of the ushers, there exist two houses,

both unnatu¡al, but one a mere spechal reflection ofthe other, seen only below the ground.

usher displays the symptoms of illness that Madeline cannot, he is feminized in a way that

she is not, and when she dies, it is he who becomes an aimless ghost. Madeline is encrypted

psychically within him: he is her only voice. He is fiequently described as being deathly

"wan" (one), both before and after the passing ofhis sister. While Ushe¡'s looks and

mannerisms are described in exquisite (and feminine) detail, the only real physical sense we

are given of Madeline is how closely, in the sleep ofdeath, she resembles her b¡other:

A shiking similitude between the b¡other and sister now first arrested my
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attention; and Usher, divining, perhaps, my thoughts, murmured out some few

words from which I learned that the deceased and himselfhad been twins, and

that sympathies ofa scarcely intelligible nature had always existed between

them. (76)

usher seems to ¡evel in his "nea¡-death" experience, in the sympathies that enable him to

experience the grave without actually entering it. It is when the twin/reflection emerges from

beneath the ground that ever¡hing literally falls apart. Madeline is no longer cataleptic, a

living corpse willing to remain whereve¡ she is placed; like the farmer's wife in "The Bocly-

snatcher," Madeline's dead female body has somehow transformed into a living, powerful,

sexual, uncloseted masculine force, It's difficult not to read echoes ofviolent sexuality in the

final scene as Madeline, "with a low, moaning cry, fell heavily inward upon the person of

her brother, and in her violent and now final death agonies, bore him to the floor a corpse',

(82). The undead figure is more powerful than a ghostly figure because its corporeality

represents not only danger ofinfection, but also sexual danger. The "blood upon her white

robes, and the evidence of some bitte¡ struggle upon every portion ofher emaciated frame',

is reminiscent of the most exteme example of this brand of dangerous female sexuality: the

nineteenth-century vampire story. while a ghost is bodiless, a vampire represents a

corporeal, and thus possibly sexual, threat. Madeline is ghostly and ethereal before her

'death' and entombment; ¡isen from the grave, she is a far more powerful and menacing

figure, because she now has the shength, the desire, and the capability both to differentiate

herselffrom her brother, and to kill him. The blood on he¡ ¡obes is significant, not only as a

sign ofher struggle, but as a sign ofher body and sexuality. perhaps it is menstrual blood, or

perhaps the sûains are the result ofan abortion or miscarriage; either way, it makes her a

dangerous woman, a force to be reckoned wifh.rnThe Birth of the clinic,Foucault says that
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man falls ill because he knows he must die; but in a world where the grave is not an

absolute, but merely one of a number of possibilities-and not the worst of them, either--

Madeline's ¡esurrection is the only way she can gain agency in her own body. No sinister

medical man will be permitted to cut into her now.



Chapter Three: A Grave Predicament

It is imperative to begin this chapter with an analysis of the tale's references to the

case ofBurke and Hare, a case which resulted in the Anatomy Act of 1832 and essentially

eliminated resurrectionism. The famous case is directly referenced by the narrator, as part of

an introduction to the events ofFettes' younger days:

There was, at that period, a certain extramural teacher of anatomy, whom I shall

here designate by the letter K. His name was subsequently too well known. The

man who bore it skulked through the sheets ofEdinburgh in disguise, while the

mob that applauded at the execution ofBurke called loudly for the blood of his

employer. But Mr. K--- was then at the top ofhis vogue; he enjoyed a popularity

due partly to his own talent and address, partly to the incapacity ofhis rival, the

university professor. (1 03)

The thinly-veiled attempt to disguise Dr. Robert Knox's identity does little help when

William Burke and Edinburgh are named in fuIl. Despite his naûator's pretentions,

Stevenson wants us to know exactly to whom he is refening. Dr. Knox was most renowned

for being the one who got away, as far as law andjustice were concerned. It couldn't be

proven that he had any knowledge that the bodies were those of murder victims, and of

course the evidence had long since been disposed of. However, there was more than one

incident that led the public to believe he knew what was going on; at least one of Burke and

Hare's victims was recognized and commented on in Knox's class. Stevenson's nanator hints

at Knox's attitude towards the possibility offoul play in the procuration ofthe corpses he

puchased:

In that large and busy class, the raw mate¡ial ofthe anatomists kept perpetually
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running out; and the business thus rendered necessary was not only unpleasant in

itself, but threatened dangerous consequences to all who were concemed. It was

the policy of M¡. K---- to ask no questions in his dealings with the trade. ',They

bring the body, and we pay the price,,' he used to say, dwelling on the

allileration-!'quid pro quo." And again, and somewhat profanely, ',Ask no

questions," he would tell his assistants, "for conscience sake." There was no

understanding that the subjects were provided by the crime of murder. Had that

idea been broached to him in words, he would have recoiled in horror; but the

lightness of his speech upon so grave a matter was, in itself, an offence against

good manners, and a temptation to the men with whom he dealt. (105)

It is a popular misconception that Fettes and Macfarlane, the young students who havel

down the slippery slope of morality, are supposed to represent Burke and Hare. This is

simply not possible, as it is completely incongruous with what we know of the case. For one

thing, William Bu¡ke and William Hare had no ambition to be grave-robbers; they were

murderers, pure and simple. Both ofthem denied ever having dug up a corpse for any reason,

and the amount of money Dr. Knox paid them for their quality specimens largely supports

this assertion. Burke and Ha¡e were certainly not what one would call membe¡s of the upper

crust; in point of fact, they ran a flop-house or "beggar,s hotel,, in Tamer's Close, which came

to Hare by way of his commonlaw wife's previous husband. Far from being an educated

man, Burke had spent time in service, and in the militâry, before landing on Hare's doorstep.

Purely by chance, when one oftheir lodgers happened to die, the two men discovered the

vast amounts of money that could be made by selling corpses to Dr. Knox at Surgeons

Square. It was then, presumably, that they began to furd murder fa¡ more profitable than

housing poor lodgers.
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Stevenson does portray characters similar to the infamous pair, albeit briefly: the two

men who bring the murdered body of Jane Galbraith to the door of the dissecting-room give

a suggestion as to what the interactions between the resurrection men and the anatomists

would have been like. william Bu¡ke was an lrishman; the nanator refe¡ences the men's

"grumbling I¡ish voices" (106). This is the only clue that indicates the identity ofthe two

minor characters, apart from their association with Dr. K--- and his students. If anything,

Fettes, as we find him at the beginning of the story, is far more representative of Dr. Knox

than of Burke and Hare. what is known of Knox is that he was forced to give up medicine

and leave Edinburgh for London, his reputation completely ruined by the taint ofscandal. He

is supposed to have died in anonymous poverty. Fettes is a mysterious man, known only as

someone who may or may not o\ryn property, and who may or may not have had medical

training. Even among ûiends, he keeps to himself, says little, and drinks much. which leads

us to the parlour ofthe George lnn.

The four characters who open the tale are ',the undertaker, the landlord, and Fettes,

and myself' (97). The actual nanatot of "The Body-snatcher" is not its main character,

Fettes, but an unnamed observer, one ofFettes' drinking buddies at the George Inn in

Debenham. Unlike the other three characters, two ofwhom are at least defined by their

professions, the narrato¡ is left undefined and peripheral to the action, a blank space tailor-

made for the reader to slip into. Furthermore, it is the narrator's role as interlocutor to ensure

that the story is moved along and that details are made clear, which he does by probing with

questions. He is the one who asks the great doctor's name, information which, once revealed,

stirs Fettes to confront Macfa¡lane on the front stairs of the in¡. However, Fettes never once

addresses the nar¡ator directly in the story's opening scene, even though the narrator

addresses him. Yet the nar¡ator is the only one to have heard Fettes' awful story from start to
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fnish. "[T]here is now no other man alive who could narate to you the following foul and

urmatural events," he boasts, having been the only one to successfully convince Fettes to tell

his tale (103). This knowing of stories, of secret lives, is a recurring theme in "The Body-

Snatcher", as secrets are passed on from one character to another. Besides being a popular

convention of ¡omance that most readers would have been familia¡ with, this kind of nested

narative is a trick that Stevenson himself was quite practiced at. The conflation of chalacter

and narrator becomes more pronounced as the second phase ofthe tale unfolds, the narrator

delivering Fettes' story in exquisite and almost overwrought detail, as though he had

experienced it personally.

The professions Stevenson chooses for the companions are interesting: the undertaker

and the landlo¡d, as well as Fettes, who is known in the village as the Doctor because of his

medical knowledge, all have the task ofpreserving and protecting people's bodies.

Essentially, their roles in society are seen as opposite to that ofthe anatomist. However,

landlords--such as the infamous Burke and Hare--would find it just as easy to make money

selling dead bodies as housing live ones, and undertakers have been known to hade in

corpses now and again. The nightly presence ofthe undertaker in the in¡ is a bit macabre in

and of itself: is he there waiting for lodgers to die? Doctors are simply anatomists who have

become respectable, due to their new standing in society as professionals. Fettes, however, is

not a respectable member ofsociety: he is a drunk ofno profession and unknown means, an

eccentric figue renowned for his refusal to attend chu¡ch and his vaguely radical political

opinions. On the othe¡ hand, Wolfe Macfarlane, the "great man's still greater London

doctor," is a fine example of the now-respectable anatomist (98). His first appearance,

swathed in frus and glinting of gold, inspires awe in Fettes' companions, who immediately

recognize their social superior.
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The three friends witness a scene ofreunion between Fettes, whose past they know

nothing about, and Macfarlane, who is visiting a patient at the i¡ul. The th¡ee men are

surprised that Fettes is able to claim acquaintance with such a man:

"Do you know him, Doctot?" asked the undertaker, with a gasp.

"God forbid!" was the reply. (99)

This exchange marks the first of several uses ofthe word k¡¿ow regarding Fettes' relationship

with Macfarlane in this scene. Fettes'refusal to claim ownership of his knowledge of

Macfarlane is telling: theirs was once a relationship entirely based on knowledge, both

because they were at school together and because each was privy to the secrets ofthe other.

There is also, as we will see later, the suggestion that their relationship might have involved

knowing in the Biblical sense. "I do not wish to know fhe rcof ihat shelters you," Fettes tells

Macfarlane, scorning his offers ofassistance. "I heard your name; I feared it might be you; I

wished to know iî, after all, there were aGod;l know now that there is none" (101, italics

mine). Fettes' assertion that he is looking for an unnatural, even blasphemous knowledge of

God is a metaphor for the events ofhis younger days: as a medical student, he was a man

who spent his days searching to discover the secrets of life and death, and tumbled instead

into the secret wo¡ld of resurrectionism and murder for profit. It is also, as we shall see, a

metaphor for the illicit and possibly sexual relationship between Fettes and Macfarlane.

The seeming proliferation ofhomosexual relationships in the story becomes

somewhat more plausible when we note that thete are only two female characte¡s in "The

Body-Snatcher", and both are already dead when we meet them. This is appropriate when we

consider the rending of the grave and the intimate knowledge of ihe corpse that must take

place, as well the dead body's feminine role as the victim ofsexual violation--the overtly

romanticized "fate worse than death". The first woman, Jane Galbraith, is "as well known as
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the Castle Rock" in Edinburgh (108). We may take this to mean that Jane was a prostitute, a

reading which would fit with one ofthe u¡fortunate truths of resurrectionism: namely, that

the lower classes were most likely to be killed for money, or to have their bodies dug up or

falsely claimed following their deaths. It also dovetails neatly with the comparison between

body-snatching and prostitution in Michael Sappol's I Trffic of Bodies. In his fust chapter,

Sappol outlines the evolution ofa cultu¡e ofdeath in early modem Europe, in which a proper

burial became an important economic signifier. The wealthy and the poor became further

shatified by the manner in which they could afford to be buried. Sappol then shifts to a

discussion ofthe economics ofdeath, in terms ofthe dead body as a saleable commodity:

one can argue, based on his assertions, that the l9ú-century traffrc i¡ bodies was at least

partially responsible for the shift in attitude which began once again to identiô' the body with

the spirit. He makes comparative mention ofprostitution, the profession often refened to as

"selling one's body" or "selling one's self;" the conclusion, not st¿ted but implied, is that both

professions are essentially selling the poor, stricken body to benefit the wealtþ, idle body. In

Stevenson's tale, the fact that Fettes, the respectable yorurg medical student, is familiar

enough with Jane Galbraith to recognize her on the table, having seen her !'alive and hearty"

onJy the night before, suggests that his purchases of human flesh are perhaps not limited to

corpses (107). His exclamation of "I know her, I tell you" is exhemely telling, and points to a

pattern ofthe anatomists' knowledge ofthe dead in "The Body-Snatcher" as loaded with

sexual implications and u¡ulatural intimacy (107).

Macfarlane counsels Fettes on what his reaction to Jane Galbraith's body should be:

"The next best thing for me is not to recognize it; and," he added coolly, ,,I don't.

You may, if you please. I don't dictate, but I thi¡k a man of the world would do

as I do; and I may add, I fancy that is what K--- would look for at our hands.
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The question is, Why did he choose us two for his assistants? A¡d I answer,

because he didn't want old wives." (109)

This speech, as well as Macfa¡lane's later counsels concerning the body ofGray, are rife with

imagery ofthe feminine corpse being penetrated by the masculine scalpel. In several places,

Macfarlane remarks that it takes a man, not aboy, to do such a job as theirs. There are men

of the world, and there a¡e oldwives. There are lions, and there are /anås. A¡d then the¡e is

lV'olfe Macfa ane, who seems to view himself as being completely outside any system of

morality, even Dr. K---Js. While Fettes shuggles with his conscience at every tum,

Macfarlane's only concem is getting caught.

The knowing of the dead, in the sense of actually recognizing the corpse,

foreshadows more incidents of knowing, all of which involve Gray. Gray's body is the single

most important symbol in the story. Alive, it is the embodiment of sin and vice:

This was a small man, very pale and dark, with coal-black eyes. The cut of his

features gave a promise ofintellect and refinement which was but feebly

realised in his manners, for he proved, upon a neater acquaintance, coarse,

vulgar, and stupid. He exercised, however, a very remarkable control over

Macfarlane; issued orders like the Great Bashaw; became inflamed at the least

discussion or delay, and commented rudely on the servility with which he was

obeyed. This most offensive person took a fancy to Fettes on the spot, plied

him with d¡inks, and honou¡ed him with unusual confidences on his past

career. Ifa tenth part of what he confessed were true, he was a very loathsome

rogue; and the lad's vanity was tickled by the attention ofso experienced a

man. (109)

Murdered, Gray's body becomes the object of both repulsion and unnatural desire: the dead
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body, the fetishized body, the criminal body. Later, when it is resunected, Gray's body

undergoes a second, far more hideous hansformation. The term monster, etymologically,

betokens something to be shown: Gray's body showing itself becomes the body monstrous,

the dead body living, demanding something back. Gray is the empowered victim.

Fettes' being "tickled" by Gray's "experienced" attentions, and Gray "taking a fancy"

to him, is an interesting pattem of language that suggests a homosexual, or at least

homoerotic, athaction. A similar pattem can be noted in the interactions between Gray and

Macfarlane: Gray has a nickname for him, Toddy, which is never explained (the only

possible connection I can see is that a toddy is something that provides liquor), and at one

point Macfarlane is referred to as "squiring the intolerable Gray from tavem to tavern,' (110).

However, their relationship is hardly a Íìiendly one: Gray is, in all likelihood, blackmailing

Macfarlane, or at the very least has possession of information that Macfarlane wouldn't want

made public. This knowing of Macfarlane's secret self by Gray is what defines their

interactions, as Gray demands servility, and heats himself and his new friend, Fettes, to a

feast at Macfarlane's expense. At one point, the wordplay becomes both explicitly violent

and implicitly sexual: "Did you ever see the lads play knife?" asks Gray. ,,He 
fMacfarlane]

would like to do that all over my body". Fettes quickly retorts that medical students have a

better way to violate a body: "When we dislike a dead fiiend of ours, we dissect him,' (110).

Which is, of course, exactly what comes to pass.

Eve Kosofsþ Sedwick delive¡s an interesting and insightful treatment of male

friendships and homosexual panic in her Epistemologt ofthe Closet.Infhe book, she asserts

that "a chronic, now endemic crisis of homo/heterosexual definition" is responsible for the

Íìagmented way gender is perceived in 20ú century Westem thought (1). Our ways of

knowing are ftactured, she argues, because our ways ofknowing ourselves as sexual beings



are essentially flawed. Modern conceptions of homosexuality tend to be composed of

conflicting binarisms, and Sedgwick's refusal to adjudicate between these--or, more

accurately, her recognition ofthe impossibility ofdoing so--is what forms the basis ofher

afgument.

Sedgwick proposes that we consider the apposition of separatist and integrative views

of homosexuality. On the one hand, we have the position that homosexuality is only

participated in by the minority of people who identiff themselves as completely homosexual.

In conhast, there also exists the view that homosexuality is actively engaged by everyone in

society, on a variety oflevels, regardless ofgender or sexuality. Sedgwick, it should be

noted, does not espouse either viewpoint; she recognizes that both are essentially flawed, and

instead merely points to the existence ofboth positions as yet another important example of

how the homosexual closet is responsible for the splintering of Westem ways of knowing.

She argues that, since the eighteenth century, "the continuum of male homosocial bonds has

been brutally structured by a secularized and psychologized homophobia,, (185).

Homophobia, Sedgwick suggests, informs male homosocial relationships, as men struggle to

defme themselves as something other than openly hornosexual.

Treading the murþ waters of male/male desire and power relations, men become

embroiled in homosexual panic, which results in violence and the surfacing of what

Sedgwick calls "the paranoid Gothic" (186). She defines paranoid Gothic literatu¡e as

"novels in which a male hero is in a close, usually murderous relation to another male figure,

in some respects his'double,'to whom he seems to be mentally úansparent,, (186). Among

her examples ofthe genre, she cites Frankenstein for its "two male figures locked in an

epistemologically indissoluble clench of will and desi¡e" (187). I feel that, in addition to

Frankenstein, "The Fall of the House of Usher" and "The Body-snatcher', both fall under the
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category ofparanoid Gothic as Sedgwick defines it.

The close male friendships in "The Body-Snatcher" are wought with both the

violence and the deliberate dissociation that chancterize Sedgwick's version ofhomosexual

panic. The nanator of the story, while remaining anonymous and seemingly without

distinguishing characteristics, goes to some lengths to identiff himself as being neither Fettes

nor Macfarlane by telling a story in which he appears alongside both men, witnessing a

confrontation between the two. However, after stating that he is now the only man left alive

to tell the tale--an assertion which, as it follows the confrontation between Macfarlane and

Fettes, suggests that at least one of the two has met a violent end--the narrator somehow

manages to slide into Fettes' perspective, describing his thoughts and feelings with intimate

familiaxity.

Similarly, Macfa¡lane disowns the ubiquitous Gray; while he endures the liberties his

"friend" takes, he refuses to be called "Toddy" (110). The nickname is never explained in the

narrative, but it hints at a prior (possibly sexual, possibly murderous) association that

Macfarlane, now on the verge of breaching respectable society, wants no part of. Then, in an

attempt to permanently sever their attachment, he kills Gray and, with Fettes' help, has him

dissected at the medical college. Macfarlane has thus neatly dissociated himself;just as the

straight man must clearly define himself as not-gay, the easiest way of defining life is

something which is obviously not dead. Macfarlane explains this in terms of lions and

lambs:

If you're a lamb, you'll come to lie upon these tables like Gray or Jane

Galbraith; if you're a lion, you'll live and drive a horse like me, like

K_, like all the world with any wit or courage... You were bom to lead

the hunt; and I tell you, on my honour and my experience oflife, three days
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from now you'll laugh at all these scarecrows like a high school boy at a

farce. (114)

The message here is cleal: the experienced men of the world, the lions, the hunters, must

dissociate themselves from the weak, female lambs, the victims of this scenario. Either you

are the anatomist, or the one being penehated. Once you are dead, the anatomists will break

open your coffrr/closet and "out" you to the world.

When Macfarlane brings in the body of Gray, Fettes suddenly feels a pang of

conscience about what he has got himself involved in. His recognition of Gray is explicitly

connected to his actions involving Jane Galbraith: "[i]t was acras tibi which re-echoed in his

soul, that two whom he had known should have come to lie upon these icy tables" (111).

Macfarlane, too, directly compares the two incidents: "This second little matter flows clearly

Íìom the first. Mr. Gray is the continuation of Miss Galbraith. You can't begin and then stop.

Ifyou begin, you must keep on beginning; that's the huth. No rest fot the wicked" (113). The

comparisons suggest the possibility ofFettes' sexual knowledge ofthe dead body on the

table.

The sexual overtones of knowledge in "The Body-Snatcher" also add significance to

Fettes' relationship with Macfarlane. It is a friendship entfuely based on knowledge: the

knowledge Macfarlane, the senior ofthe two and the popular class assistant, imparts upon

Fettes, the innocent and less experienced. Macfarlane has "havelled and studied abroad,',

which implies that he has studied in the medical schools ofFrance, Germany, o¡ other such

countries without Britain's prejudice against dissection (107). Macfarlane is a sporting man

and a bit ofa dandy, his manners "agreeable and a little forward" (107). Fettes both desires

and fears the unholy knowledge that Macfarlane has to offer. The friendship between the two

young men is described in this manner:



With Fettes [Macfarlane] was on terms of intimacy; indeed, their relative

positions called for some community of life; and when subjects were scarce the

pair would drive far into the country in Macfarlane,s gig, visit and desecrate

some lonely graveyard, and retum before dawn with their booty to the doo¡ of

the dissecting-room. (107-8)

The grave-robbing aspect of thei¡ friendship is desc¡ibed almost as an afterthought, a

commonplace. Just a lark, a bit of a ride with a brief stop to pick up a companion--the scene

is ¡eminiscent ofa couple of wealthy young fellows picking up a prostitute in the one of

seamier parts ofLondon. The opening to a later passage echoes this one: "[a]t length an

occasion arose which thew the pair once more into a closer union,' (1 15). The occasion in

question is a burial in Glencorse, which suggests their services will be required to supply

K----rs students with subjects.

Fettes' knowledge of Gray's body comes to him directly through Macfarlane: it is

Macfarlane who has inhoduced them, and it is he who urges the younger man to look at the

corpse's face when he brings it into the dissecting-room. How Gray died is never made clear,

leaving the reader with the only possibility explicitly presented: the image of Macfarlane

"playing knife" with Gray's body-penetrating, violating, with the furttrer indignity of a group

dissection to follow. The power of the scalpel is notjust the power to reveal, but the power

to disguise and hansform, to disappear the victim. The scalpel is a pen, reinscribing the

victim's body, changing a person from ahe or ashe to an ff. Language, erasing the writing on

the body, becomes part ofthe dissection process.

Once involved in the cover-up, Fettes'fear ofbeing outed drives him to further

intimacies with Macfarlane: "He saw, with inexpressible dismay, that there was no limit to

his weakness, and that, from concession to concession, he had fallen from the arbiter of
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Macfarlane's destiny to his paid and helpless accomplice... the secret of Jane Galbraith and

the cursed entry in the daybook closed his mouth" (114). The parallel d¡awn between Fettes

þossibly sexual) association with the "well-known" Jane Galbraith, and his acquaintance of

Gray, suggests that the moral slippery slope that Fettes encounters in this tale concerns not

only death, but sexual degeneration as well. As Macfarlane notes, "Mr. Gray is the

continuation of Miss Galbraith"(1 13).

Eventually, however, Fettes begins to forget his tenor, and enjoy his position as

Macfarlane's pet, cheerfully accepting money and favours from the older man; Fettes'

knowledge of his companion's murder enables him to "count on [Macfarlane,s] gratitude," as

he puts it, with a full belly and a handful of Macfarlane's gold singing in his pocket (1 1s). It

is noted that Macfarlane "may have regretted that he had taught his young companion so

successfully" (1 18). Macfarlane's uneasiness at this shift in the power dynamic intimates that,

were things to continue on in this manner, Fettes might find himself as easily disposed of as

Gray, There is a slight suggestion that this is, in fact, what eventually takes place: at their

meeting in the George, when Fettes refi.¡ses Macfarlane's offers of hospitality and of money,

the London doctor's real reaction is made clear as "[a] honible, ugly look came a¡d went

across his almost venerable countenance" (101). Even as Macfarlane is uneasy with the tenor

of the conversation, which threatens to out the secret the two have shared for many years, he

is clearly furious with the way Fettes has startled him, humiliating him in front of a group of

spectators. The narrator notes that, "[w]hite as he was, there was a dangerous glitter in his

spectacles," the same specùacles that are later found dashed to pieces in the doorway of the

irur following Macfarlane's hasty departure (102). In the moments following the

confrontation, Fettes seems almost resigned, as though he realizes he has set offa chain

reaction that will probably end in his death. "That man Macfarlane is not safe to cross," he
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warns his companions; "those that have done so already have repented it too late,' (102). The

implication here is that he himself, having crossed Macfarlane, is not safe. The narrator's

claim that there is "no other man alíve" (103, italics mine) who could relate the story takes

on a portentous meaning, particularly since the¡e are two men who witnessed Gray,s

resurrection: what has happened to Macfarlane? I believe these are deliberate openings in the

story, and not merely loose ends.

Fettes, apparently cheerfully unaware ofany danger from his companion, makes a

speech in which he refers to the two as "men of the world," fiee ofconscience and capable of

doing whatever they please, and toasts Gray's memory (1 18). Immediately following this, the

two men set out to defile the grave of a pious farmer's wife. The juxtaposition of the two

scenes is shfüng, as is the language used to describe the act ofrobbing a grave: the narrator

informs us that the two men were "experienced in such affairs," (119) and once the lights go

out, the real honor begins.

Oliver S. Bucklon examines encoded male desire and sodomy in "Reanimating

Stevenson's Corpus." He touches on matry ofthe major Stevenson wo¡ks, but concerns

himself chiefly with The I(rong Box, a rollicking predecessor to llleekend at Bernie,s

involving two men trying to keep track ofan adventurous corpse. Interestingly, Buckton does

not directly address "The Body-Snatcher," but many ofthe arguments he makes abo,tt The

Iï/rong Box can be applied to the overlooked tale.

"The horror of Stevenson's story, in this reading, derives mainly from its

representation of desires that were at once repugnant and fascinating to Victorians and that

the legislation ofthe period had made increasingly visible and problem atic" (24). Buckton is

refening to illicit male relationships and the anti-homosexual legislation of 1885, but he

might just as well be referring to grave-robbing and the Anatomy laws. He notes a number of
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places in Stevenson's body of work where homosexuality is encoded: for example, he posits,

building on Wayne Koestenbaum's argument, that a Victo¡ian reader would have

undoubtedly assumed that Jeþll and Hyde's secretive and illicit relationship was that of gay

lovers, since blackmail was reputedly common among men whose affails had sowed. There

is an echo of this in "The Body-Snatcher", in all of the money that is passed ftom Macfarlane

to Gray and to Fettes.

Buckton expands on Leo Bersani's notion of the rectum being a grave, and explores

the idea ofgrave-digging as heavily coded sodomy. The "erotically charged corpse" in Ihe

Ilrong Box, the unmentionable, inescapable secret that is kept between two men, only to be

wrenched from their control and thÌust out into the world in the end, is deeply reminiscent of

the corpse of Gray in the ultimate scene of "The Body-Snatcher" (41).

The grave-robbing in "The Body-Snatcher" then becomes the natural extension of

Buckton's assertions. Grave-robbing is seen as taboo, difiy, and immoral; it is, i¡ the

Victorian mind, against the divine will of God, endangering the soul; the primary reason for

robbing a grave is the use ofthe body in a way God never intended. The idea ofrobbing the

grave/rectum takes us one step further, once more into the murþ depths of Sedgwick's

paranoid Gothic. Unlike The Ilrong Box, the resurrection men are not simply taking the

body; they are taking the body by force, and they are digging in the dirty grave in order to do

it. Panic ensues once they realize that the body they have exhumed and violated is male and

not female-that it is possible for men to unknowingly rape and sodomize one another.

In the tale's penultimate scene, Macfarlane and Fettes exhume the naked body of a

pious farmer's wife. The narrator's description of the act of grave-robbing contains some of

the language of rape:

To bodies thathad been laid in earth, in joyful expectaTion of a far different
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awakening, there came that hasty,lamp-lit, terror-haunted resur¡ection of the

spade and mattock. The coffin was forced, the cerements torn, and the

melancholy relics, clad in sackcloth, after being rattled for hours on moonless

byways, were at length exposed fo uttermost indignities before a class of gaping

boys. (116, italics mine)

what Fettes and Macfa¡lane get instead, once they've completed their violation of the grave

and placed the body in the caniage, is not a woman at all, but a man. This is the ultimate

homophobic honor: the body believed to be female, a¡d used as female, is actually male.

The fact that it is Gray's body doesn't even come into play until the very last line ofthe

story: the tenor ofthe two young students comes ûom the fact that the body has redefined,

re-written itself. All the anatomists' god-like power has been w¡enched from their grasp in

this one moment; some greater hand is wielding the pen, the scalpel, the i¡struments of

teffor.



Conclusion

Resurrectionist or "A¡atomy" literature is, as we have seen, a field worthy of fi.rther

examination. It is a field that has been left largely unexplored: while scholars such as Ruth

Richardson, Michael Sappol, and Tim Marshall have provided a solid foundation of

historical scholarship to build upon, and theorists like Elisabeth Bronfen and Regina

Barecca have already tackled the gendering ofdead and undead bodies in nineteenth-century

literature, there has been almost no work done to date on examining literal portrayals of

grave-robbing in nineteenth-century texts, and the larger themes and trends these portrayals

represent. I feel that this is a necessary fust step in establishing the strong presence of

resurrectionist literature withi¡ the canon, and that the work I have done is part ofthat first

step.

In my introduction, I refened to the general lack ofcritical enthusiasm with which

Stevenson's story had previously been received. I am by no means trying to suggest that

Stevenson was ¡esponsible for creating or defining the resurrectionist tradition; however, his

story has a place within that hadition which cannot be ignored, and has served as an

important example of ¡esur¡ectionist literatu¡e, When it is placed alongside texts such as

FrankÊnstein and "The Fall of the House of Usher," I feel that "The Body-Snatcher', gains

some of the literary cache it has historically lacked. While my work on this topic so far has

been confined to the above th¡ee texts, ftrther study need not be limited exclusively to

these; in fact, there is a veritable wealth oftexts that fall into the category ofresurrectionist

literatu¡e in their treatments of literal, to say nothing of metaphorical, grave-robbing.

The profusion of graveyard sexuality in Bram Stoker's Dracula offers much material

for fi.rther study. The sexualized hansfusion ofbodily fluids to the ravenous, undead Lucy,
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as well as the dogged determination of the men who love her to see her firmly ensconced in

the coffur, pinned down with a phallic stake by her heroic fiance, hansform the grave into a

highly sexualized and feminized space. Even Dracula, whose masculine energies pervade

the novel, is feminized as he lies helpless in his coffin: the men of the novel wish to

penetrate Dracula's body/grave, because he has penehated the bodies oftheir women-

violating the men in the process, through the hansmission of that most dreaded of venereal

diseases, vampirism. In particular, Jonathan Harker's initial disgust at seeing Dracula lying

asleep in his coffrn seems to be centred chiefly in his red lips and the gi¡lish blush of his

cheeks, which suggests that it is not so much death that reviles him, but the mask of death's

femininity upon the manly countenance of his host. What is to be done with this

gendering/queering of the intimate gave space, particularly in light of Leo Bersani's

assertions?

In H. Rider Hag gard's She, the honor of the grave is more directly linked to the

hor¡or of female agency and female sexuality in the character ofAyesha. Like Lucy

Westenra, Ayesha represents Victorian man's fear of enc¡oaching female emancipation. As

with the female vampire, Ayesha is a woman who does not age and fade into motherhood

over time, whose beauty and sexuality never dirninish; moreover, she is a woman who

chooses her own lover, bringing him back from the brink ofdeath. The travelle¡s who

encounter her witness the horrors of a matriarchal society: the immortal woman holds court

over a world permeated by corpses, from the mummified remains of the ancients of Ko¡ to

the preserved body ofher dead lover.

James Hogg's The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a JustiJìed Sinner is also

littered with corpses; most remarkable, however, is the episode of grave-robbing which

closes the tale. Occurring outside the main confessional nanative, the digging up ofthe



naÍatorrs unnatüally fresh corpse serves as abizare epilogue. Although the preternatuïal

preservation ofthe suicide's remains is never explained, one character theorizes that it is the

presence ofthe as yet unread confession that has kept the body in such a condition. This

symbiosis ofbody and text is worthy of fi.u1her exploration, as is the presence ofthe

mu¡de¡ous-or in this case, mwdered--{ouble of Sedgwick's paranoid Gothic, in the form

of the narrator's brother.

With the exception of Ho gg's Confessions, the above-mentioned specifically

reference the female corpse; in many resunectionist texts, such as',The Body-Snatcher,, and

"Frankenstein," the agency-and the honor----of the corpse lies in its masculinity. So what

conclusions can be dra.*.n from the use ofthe female corpse?

Regina Barecca makes the inhiguing suggestion that the c¡eation of feminine texts in

Emily Brontë's wuthering Heighfs is the means by which female sexuality is articulated and

conholled, The way in which women inscribe themselves into the blank spaces of traditional

male texts such as printed novels over-writes patriarchal narratives within the novel,

Barecca argues. The women's voices may be marginalized-figuratively and literally-but

they still mai¡tai¡ a strong presence. She alludes briefly to the two episodes of grave-

robbing in the novel: Heathcliff twice attempts to dig up the body of Catherine, wishing

them to be physically united in death (349-50). On achieving his aim, he finds that

Cathe¡ine's corpse has not 'decomposed,' a word Barecca gives particular weight to in her

analysis of feminine textuality. This link between composition and decomposition opens up

numerous possibilities for futrue analysis: ltke Wuthering Heights, Dracula, Confessions of

a JustiJìed Sinner, and She are all nanatives constructed from a patchwork of 'found' texts-

joumals, confessions, letters, and so forth. If feminine texts are used to articulate female

sexuality, do those texts written by dead women represent the sexuality of the grave?



In Body llork, Peter Brooks cites Barthes' assertion that nineteenth-centu¡y nanative

serves as a kind of striptease, and suggests that we as readers are searching for the place

where the clothing gaps. In resurrectionist lite¡atu¡e, this is taken one step further--it is the

places where sfrfu gaps that the resurrectionists aspire to know. The characters' goal is to

frnd the body, dissect the body; the author's goal is to make the body/text come alive. Ifthe

body is text, then the dead body living is the most unnatural and monstrous oftexts-{he

horror story. The true honor ofthe dead-body-as-text is the chance that the text may

somehow rew¡ite itself reanimate itself, into something we didn't expect. This un¡ratural re-

texting is the same phenomenon that chills us as readers when we read horror fiction: the

idea that the text has the power ofcreation and destruction, independent ofthe author and

the reader; the notion that the book doesn't stop happening because we stop reading. This is

why the last image we are left with in "The Body-snatcher" is the brief glimpse of ,,the dead

and long-dissected &ay" (122). Nothing that comes after can be more frightening than this

image. Gray is the dead body living, the monster showing itselfrather than being shown, the

fiuit ofthe author's labour taking on a tenifying life of its own. stevenson has created

something that has gotten away from his conhol as an author, a¡d he has no choice but to let

the carriage draw away into the darkness, leaving us, the readers, honified, looking on.
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